LUCC votes to recognize MLK Day, outlines election plans

by Peter Gillette

LUCC unanimously voted to request that, next year, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day be recognized as a national holiday at Lawrence.

This weekend's LUCC officer election, and the request for stu­dents to vote on two prominent Trustee and faculty committees, respectively, rounded out the meeting.

The King recognition would not add any time off to the aca­demic calendar, but rather shift the time off second term known as "Dean's Day." Since "Dean's Day" holds no particular significance, the Multicultural Affairs committee, chaired by Daniel Weingrow, recom­mended this shift in order "to recognize M L K L U C C votes to respect­fully, rounded out the national holiday at Lawrence to being the youngest member of Governor Doyle's cabinet.

Nettles appointed as the youngest member of Governor Doyle's cabinet

by Andy Dolan

Cory L. Nettles, a Lawrence University graduate from the class of 1992, has proven that one can achieve positions of prominence in politics without spending decades trying to get there. He has worked his way up in a few short years from the classrooms at Lawrence to being the youngest member of recently elected governor Jim Doyle's cabinet. Doyle appointed him to the position of Secretary of Commerce for the State of Wisconsin.

Although he is only 32 years old, Nettles' career includes con­siderable accomplishments. He is in the State Bar of Wisconsin's Board of Governors and Finance Committee and serves as chair of the Bar's Strategic Planning Committee (he has a Juris Doctor degree from the University of Wisconsin Law School). Additionally, he is on the board of the Milwaukee Urban League and the Legal Action of Wisconsin, Inc., and he is trustee board chair of the New Hope Missionary Baptist Church.

As secretary, Nettles has decided to use his resources to prevent the best and most acute Wisconsin students from leaving the state to go to college, causing the state to lose some very valu­able minds. The average SAT I score in Wisconsin is consider­ably higher than the national average. Doyle, conscious of the youngsters' potential, decided that he needed a secretary who appreciated the importance of education.

When asked about Nettles' appointment, Doyle said, "He understands that retaining our best and brightest college stu­dents and attracting young pro­fessionals and business to our state are essential components to improving Wisconsin's busi­ness and economic development climate."

The Lawrence University graduate and present Secretary of Commerce has not forgotten his Alma Mater. He was present at his 10 year Lawrence reunion last year, serving on the Steering and Gift Committee, gathering funds.

Band-orama craze returns

by Danielle Dahlke

One would have to have been an extreme "super-senior" to remember a time when there was an annual concert that once involved a live horse in Memorial Chapel. It's been over 12 years now, but thanks to the efforts of the Director of Bands, Robert Levy, Band-o-Rama is back in 2003, with many new twists.

The re- revamped event, involving about 99 percent of conservatory students, hits the stage for one time only on Jan. 19, at 3:00 p.m. It will involve members from the wind ensemble and symphonic band, other performers, and even the audience. It is also designed to appeal to anyone from the ele­mentary student to the most serious professor.

The program was stopped in the mid-1980s due to a lack of interest and the fact that "it got kind of out of hand," explains senior wind ensemble clarinetist and guest director Webster.

No need to worry anymore because since November, 17 committees made up of band members and many other seri­ous students of the conservatory have been working and practic­ing for the event. Now the entire community will have their chance to, perhaps, see a few
FRIDAY, JANUARY 17

Class change period ends: Winter Term; last day to make class changes, select S/U option, or file petition for non-credit; Spring Term: last day to submit class changes until Spring Term registration period.

10:00 a.m. LTC workshop: Working with Charts in Excel.

5:00 p.m. Alumni holiday reception: Alumni Center, Alexander Gym.

6:00 p.m. Opening lecture by Frank Lewis, director of exhibitions, on the Arctic with the Fox River/West Art Center, for "Landscape of the West," selections from the Permanent Collection; Wistron Art Center Gallery Reception immediately following lecture. Gallery hours: Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, noon-4:00 p.m., closed Monday. Exhibition displayed through March 16.

7:00 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Lake Forest College; Alexander Gym.

8:00 p.m. Student recital: David Schultz, viola; Harper Hall.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18

12:30 p.m. Metropolitan Opera radio broadcast of Carmen; Music-Drama 142.

1:00 p.m. Student recital: Diana Mumford, flute; Harper Hall.

1:00 p.m. Swimming vs. UW-Whitewater; Rec Center pool.

2:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Lake Forest College; Alexander Gym.

2:00 p.m. Deutsche Kaffeestunde; International House.

5:00 p.m. Campus Bandorama; Memorial Chapel.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 19

3:00 p.m. Banderson; Memorial Chapel.

7:30 p.m. Habitat for Humanity meeting; Sage Hall basement.

MONDAY, JANUARY 20

Winter Visi Day; campus-wide.

All day: LTC presidential elections; Briggs Hall lobby and Science Hall atrium.

12:30 p.m. Student Welfare committee; Dawks Hall Dining Room E.

12:30 p.m. Econ Club lunch; Lucinda's.

5:30 p.m. German table with German assistant Wenjie Chen; Dawks Hall Dining Room.

7:00 p.m. German Writing workshop; Career Center.

7:00 p.m. Miliee moderne dance class; Rec Center Multipurpose Center.

7:00-9:00 p.m. Film dancing; Riverview Lounge. Students, faculty, and staff are welcome to join in community efforts to learn and practice full dances from throughout the world. No experience necessary.

7:00 p.m. Language and Culture Club meeting; The Language House, 239 College Avenue.

7:30 p.m. Censorship film screening and discussion sponsored by Gender Studies; Wynton auditorium.

7:30 p.m. LTC Quizzing Conference Room.

8:00 p.m. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia music recital; Harper Hall.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 24

12:00 noon BACCHUS meeting; Colman Hall lounge.

12:00 noon Musi Club meeting; Ormsby Hall lounge.

10:00 p.m. Jazz with LU faculty and guest basset, Bono Room; The Underground Coffeehouse.

12:00-12:15 noon Resume review session with Career Assistant Advisor; Sage Hall lounge.

12:00 noon 36th Lawrence University Midwest trivia Contest; Cafe Kretcham, grand master, ext. 6222; WLPN 91.3 FM. Contest runs through midnight, Sunday, January 26.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

12:00 noon LTC trivia week finale; Wisconsin Private College Championships; Alexander Gym.

12:00 noon Metropolitan Opera radio broadcast of Semperoper; Music-Drama 142.

12:00 noon Hockey vs. Northland College Appleton Ice Center.

2:00 p.m. Deutsche Kaffeestunde; International House.

4:00 p.m. LTC fall cover review with Career Assistant Ericka Kohler lounge.

6:00 p.m. Celebrate! meeting; LUCC Conference Room.

8:00 p.m. LTC Winter Visi Day Basket Auction; The Underground Coffeehouse.
Behind the window of the Con office

by Deanna Wanner

A majority of conservatory students have, at one time or another, stepped up to the conservatory office window, and some brave souls may have even ventured through the door, only to wonder how many students actually knew where it was on back there in the shadows?

How many students really take the time to get to know the lovely ladies working diligently behind the window to keep the wheels of the conservatory office running and running in tip top shape?

To give the students a chance to learn a little about these superwomen, here is a sneak peek behind the window of the con office.

Marjorie Peerenboom has worked at Lawrence a green plant for 14 years and at the conservatory office for 7 years. Sadly, she is coming to the end of her Lawrence career; she will be retired next January.

Regardless Peerenboom is a bit and she wonders how the lips sound like she'll have some fun time to spend doing her favorite things, relaxing, and being with family. Pictures of her cottage home and grandchildren are strewn about her office.

Peerenboom has a beautiful cottage up north by Pelican Lake. She also has 10 grandchild-

ANNETTE RABY, MARJORIE PEERENBOOM, AND ELLEN MITALA make up the dynamic trio that work in the con office in the heart of the conservatory.

continued from page 1

learn all of the hidden talents and secrets.

"A lot of Lawrence students take what they do very seriously and tend to step out of their normal regi-

men and have fun with what they do in their free time," Levy says.

The audience can look forward to a complete departure from the serious work ethic and to the entire audience lead in with songs.

Uncyclopedia, jugglers, a scaven-
genger hunt for the audience, a Pacman maze it's in to take two

weeks and . . . have a great time.

Levy says, "The emphasis of the program is surprise. All our music is incredibil-

ly hard all year studying, practicing, (and) rehearsing day and night. They are extremely diligent, serious and have a terrific work ethic. One in a great while it's good to step back and remind ourselves of the great joy and fun this profession can bring, and even to laugh at ourselves. They're working music, that's why we do it. With Band-o-Rama we simply take two weeks and . . . have a great time. After that, we get back to being serious and giving it our all once again, maybe even with a

renewed vigor."
President: Haquebord, Howard

Jacques Haquebord

Hello, fellow Lawrentians; my name is Jacques. Over the years that I have been at Lawrence, I have been involved with multiple student groups. The one group that I felt I could make the largest impact on was LUCC.

Lawrence is a great institution, but as we all know, it isn’t perfect. As president I wish to continue to build on what our current president, Cole DeLaney, has done to improve Lawrence for us.

As president I am not going to push my own agenda, but rather, I will be the students’ voice to the administration and continue to make LUCC an efficient organization to improve student life.

I hope that you will approach me and keep me accountable regarding any problems that you may have with the Lawrence Community. Ultimately, however, I encourage you to vote for the candidate that will do the most for Lawrence and its students.

Jamie Howard

I am currently a junior Government major, a cross-country runner, outdoor sports enthusiast and the Trever Hall LUCC Rep. As an LUCC member I sit on two LUCC committees and believe that the council currently functions well.

As the council currently operates it can take a full month for your concerns to make it through the complete LUCC process. However, I believe the council is capable of working on a more efficient timeline.

To do this I first want to provide groups seeking LUCC services with a schedule of committee meetings so that they are able to before committees simultaneously rather than wait a week for the next committee to meet.

I also want to increase the attendance of committee members so that time will not be lost due to lack of quorum.

As president I will use my experience and hard work to benefit you.

Vice President: Connors, Kuehl, Sexton

Ned Connors

Greetings, fellow Lawrentians.

My name is Ned Connors and I hope to be your next LUCC Vice President. I am a junior History major, but began my Lawrence career in soccer, a ball player, a student, and yes, a grumbler. Like so many other students, I believe that there are things that can and should be changed to make our campus a better place, and LUCC offers us a chance for progress.

Kassandra Kuehl

The position of LUCC Vice President is a position I would handle with enthusiasm, focus, organization, dedication and grace.

As the current president of VDay and chair of the Community Parenting Alliance, I have substantial experience in leading large and small groups of both students and adults.

As the current LUCC off-campus representative, I have a passion for the work that LUCC does, as evidenced by my work on the Student Welfare, Student Affairs, and Public Occasions committees (in the last of which I act as secretary). As a student who does not reside on campus, I have the unique advantage of impartiality. I am able to listen to the concerns and debates among students often without being directly involved, thus remaining relatively impartial and gaining the ability to best represent the student body.

Alexis Sexton

As a junior who has participated in many campus organizations as well as LUCC committees, I have a strong connection with the interests of the Lawrence University student body.

Based on this connection to and involvement in the Lawrence community, I would work to represent accurately the wishes and concerns of the students as well as improve communication between the council and the Lawrence community concerning relevant issues.

While the council has implemented effective communication methods as it stands, I would seek to increase student awareness of the issues brought before the council as well as improve communication between committees to promote more efficient actions.

Having served as Vice President of Public Relations in another campus organization, I am well-versed in methods of effective communication and representation, and I would bring motivation for success to the Vice President position to make my term in LUCC productive.

Your Candidates

President

Jacques Haquebord

Jamie Howard

Vice-President

Alexis Sexton

Ned Connors

Kassandra Kuehl
The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the students, faculty, and community members who submitted them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions or policies except for those of the student editor, which represents a voice of the student board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

The Lawrentian endorses Kuehl for Vice President

Departing from our tradition, The Lawrentian has chosen not to endorse a candidate for LUCC president.

Neither Jacques Hacquebord nor Jamie Howard articulated a clear or commanding knowledge of specific details requisite to the LUCC presidency. We were disappointed by the vague nature of their statements and answers to student questions.

Lawrence University deserves candidates who can express themselves clearly in a realm beyond the abstract. Candidates who cannot even list a handful of tangible campaign promises will, most likely, have trouble setting an efficient LUCC agenda, let alone carrying it out.

In the vice presidential field, Kass Kuehl stood out for her experience and tenacity as the head of the V-Day organization, and for her understanding of the finance process.

Kuehl provided attendees of Tuesday's Candidate Forum with a relevant, unambiguous agenda that demonstrated an understanding of the relevant issues, a willingness to organize, and the verbal skills relevant to the position.

LUC makes another meaningless and uninformed decision

Acting on a recommendation from the Committee on Environmental Responsibility, LUCC last month passed a non-binding resolution requesting that Lawrence University and its alumni not purchase World Bank bonds. This decision not only will have no real effect on the environment, but also shows the gap between LUCC and its constituents.

One can find the rationale behind the original decision in pamphlets that members of the committee handed out to LUCC the day they introduced their proposal to the general council. According to LUCC minutes, the World Bank supposedly used a "cookie cutter method on economics in developing countries and this led to a destruction of the environment and human resources.

If the World Bank ignores the plight of entire third-world nations, will it listen to the non-binding resolution of a student government that probably does not own any World Bank bonds anyhow? Instead of working on non-binding resolutions, the CER should spend more time making recommendations that might have a greater impact.

In addition to the uselessness of the resolution, it also was passed with little to no effort to seek the opinions of the general student body.

According to the flailing resolution, the proceedings in the One Minute Left cabinet secretary, Justin Eckl did indeed raise this issue, only to have his suggestions ruled by the apparent general consensus that despite lack of student input, elected representatives were obligated to make a decision since they were elected representatives.

Now I don’t know about you, but I really didn't know how my LUCC representatives felt about World Bank bonds when I elected them. I remember that I had a choice on my ballot between some guy with posters of himself sitting in a trash can versus a person whose posters stated that she had vast leadership experience based on two terms on the honor roll.

To play it safe, I went with the honor roll person. But that hardly gave her a mandate to choose for me and other students a position on the selling of World Bank bonds. I do not think that either one of these people, based on what little I know of them, is somehow more uniquely qualified to make that decision.

Does it really matter in the long run? Probably not. The school will continue not buying World Bank bonds, like it always has. The OML, CER, SLA, and the rest of the left-wing alphabet soup have a meaningless resolution to trumpet.

But this resolution shows the continued gap between the people sitting in Riverview and their uninformed constituents.

Tim Schmidt

What is your opinion on the cloning of human beings?

"If I'm for the greater good, if we're going to learn something that will benefit the human race, I say 'why not.' But there are consequences to the actions of the scientific community that we should be careful."

Jodie Johns

"I have a hard time seeing when the need for cloned humans comes from, all we hear about are the problems of overpopulation. Let's direct our technology towards taking care of those problems we already have." Andrew Cashner

"I feel we don't need anymore research into cloning at all given running around the world."

Lauren Semivan

What other university student body knows their security guards by first name, or feels comfortable enough to ask for driving assistance for medical purposes, or other immobilizing concerns?

At the same time, when Lawrence Security shows up unannounced, alcoholic beverages get hidden and undergraduate students flee for the nearest room to hide in. It is a good relationship to be a good friend who cares, but also strike fear at the same time.

It is this relationship the security team at Lawrence has with the students that creates this overall "laid back" atmosphere. Therefore, I want to personally thank these unsung heroes for the safe environment they provide for us.

-Robin Humbert
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Understanding the nature of cloning is most important

by Megan Brown

Regardless of one's feelings about cloning, it is important to understand its history and potential uses before making rash judgments and unsubstantiated claims like "I oppose cloning because it is silly."

As members of a community that places values on a liberal education it is up to each of us to think critically about current events and be able to participate in an informed discussion. I am certainly not claiming to be an expert on the topic of cloning but I have read much of the primary literature, and would encourage anyone with doubts to do the same.

Scientists have been cloning non-mammalian animals since the 1950s but it was not until the highly publicized birth of a sheep named Dolly in 1996 that the world took notice. Dolly was significant because she was the first large mammal to be cloned with a nucleus from an adult cell and rejected by humans could one day eliminate the waiting list for organ transplants.

We are, perhaps, on the verge of being able to responsibly clone for reproductive purposes. With that ability comes great responsibility to carefully think through which applications are valid uses of cloning technology. Intent must be the yardstick by which we measure the validity of cloning, and, secondly, the benefits of cloning in each situation must be taken into account.

Though the success rates have improved slightly, they are still very low.

"The low success rate brings me to this question: did ClonAid actually produce the first human clone? I recently watched an interview with the vice president of ClonAid in which he stated that before 'Eve' there were no failed results in animals or abnormal growth. Large Offspring Syndrome, while potentially a much larger problem, is being discussed in the popular media.

Perhaps the biggest obstacle to must be related to success rate. Dolly was the only embryo to survive 270 days. Although the success rates have improved slightly, they are still very low.

"Even a cursory understanding of the problems associated with cloning one would have to conclude that it is unlikely that ClonAid has produced the first human clone, and unless genetic analysis from a credible unbiased source proves otherwise, it is difficult to believe that Clone Baby Eve exists.

Finally, cloning is not silly. Not all cloning is intended to produce a genetically identical child. Scientists have the potential to save countless lives. Pigs genetically engineered to produce human blood could be rejected by humans could one day eliminate the waiting list for organ transplants.

We, as members of a community that places values on a liberal education, it is up to each of us to think critically about current events and be able to participate in an informed discussion. I am certainly not claiming to be an expert on the topic of cloning but I have read much of the primary literature, and would encourage anyone with doubts to do the same.

Scientists have been cloning non-mammalian animals since the 1950s but it was not until the highly publicized birth of a sheep named Dolly in 1996 that the world took notice. Dolly was significant because she was the first large mammal to be cloned with a nucleus from an adult cell and rejected by humans could one day eliminate the waiting list for organ transplants.

We are, perhaps, on the verge of being able to responsibly clone for reproductive purposes. With that ability comes great responsibility to carefully think through which applications are valid uses of cloning technology. Intent must be the yardstick by which we measure the validity of cloning, and, secondly, the benefits of cloning in each situation must be taken into account.

Though the success rates have improved slightly, they are still very low.

"The low success rate brings me to this question: did ClonAid actually produce the first human clone? I recently watched an interview with the vice president of ClonAid in which he stated that before 'Eve' there were no failed results in animals or abnormal growth. Large Offspring Syndrome, while potentially a much larger problem, is being discussed in the popular media.

Perhaps the biggest obstacle to must be related to success rate. Dolly was the only embryo to survive 270 days. Although the success rates have improved slightly, they are still very low.

"Even a cursory understanding of the problems associated with cloning one would have to conclude that it is unlikely that ClonAid has produced the first human clone, and unless genetic analysis from a credible unbiased source proves otherwise, it is difficult to believe that Clone Baby Eve exists.

Finally, cloning is not silly. Not all cloning is intended to produce a genetically identical child. Scientists have the potential to save countless lives. Pigs genetically engineered to produce human blood could be rejected by humans could one day eliminate the waiting list for organ transplants.

A separation of cloning and state

by Eric Lancer

Scientists progress have brought man from the cave to the moon and back. Human beings' ability to use the products of science—whether spears, light bulbs, laptop computers or penis—makes it clear that what is set apart from us is the difference between the new order and the old.

In the early 1980s, ClonAid was the first company to offer a kit that could be used to clone human beings. The company's slogan was "Cloning Comebacks, a separation of cloning and state would help real people and prevent real loss of life. As with any emerging field, cloning has many other potential applications. For example, cloning could be used to help infertile couples have children. Knowledge of cloning could be of immeasurable benefit to human life. This brings up the topic of the ethical 'considerations' of cloning. The ethical point relevant here seems obvious. Cloning and genetic engineering are beneficial to human life.
Japanese art of the highway

by Jonathan Roberts

Tonight at 6:00 p.m., the Wriston Art Center Galleries will open the exhibit "Hiroshige: Visions of the Floating World," with a talk by Frank C. Lewis, Director of Exhibitions and Curator of the Collections. The lecture will be held in the Worcester auditorium of the Art Center.

On display is the work of renowned 19th century Japanese artist Ando Hiroshige. Receiving special attention is the artist's work focusing on Tokaido, the busiest highway in the 19th cen-

To contrast the Japanese artist's approach, the Lewch gallery will feature images of late western landscapes. A stroll through all three Wriston Galleries will give the viewer a unique opportunity to compare the two very different approaches.

The works on display are from the galleries per-

Here comes trivia

by Rachel Hoerman

Imagine the most random and intense quiz you have ever taken. Throw in a come-a-like state of sleep deprivation and some take-out food. Now extend the feeling over a 50-hour period, and you'll have a pretty good idea of what the Lawrence campus is in for when the 36th annual Midwest Trivia Contest takes over next weekend.

Japanese art of the highway

by Jonathan Roberts

Lewsh has been Director of Exhibitions and Curator of the Collections since fall of 2000. A specialist in modern art and contemporary theory and criticism, Lewis has held positions at the UW-Milwaukee Art Museum and the Kohler Arts Center in Sheboygan, as well as numerous prestigious midwestern universities.

Lewis also founded Art Musée magazine in 1986, editing positions for Art Musée and Metalsmith magazines, and wrote over 120 reviews as an art critic for the Milwaukee Sentinel from 1982-1990.

Following the lecture, from 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., there will be a reception with refreshments in which the public is welcome to view and ask questions regarding the fascinating works.

The exhibit will run until March 16, 2003, with gallery hours of Tuesday through Friday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday, noon - 4:00 p.m.

Simply put, trivia weekend at Lawrence involves the formation of groups of students and teachers that stake out strategic locations throughout campus and set up a base camp-queue station stocked with computers, phone lines, and refreshments generously donated by local businesses.

In addition to the Lawrence teams, there are off-campus teams as well, with participants from all over the Midwest.

Smattered with a variety of action-questions and theme hours connected by the Trivia Masters, Trivia is broadcast live over Lawrence University's radio sta-

The Vikings had 10 turnovers in the first half, but the Vikings closed the score with only four points in the second half. The major turning point of the game occurred with 15:55 left.

Falls was called for an intentional foul for the Vikings, which was a questionable call. The LU crowd became even more rowdy after MacGillis made his three steals and a lay-up to put the Vikings up by 5 with a minute to go. MacGillis had three steals in the game, adding to his MWC leading total of 2.9 per game.

The last 30 seconds were the most interesting. After a rebound, the Green Knights came down court and Paulson hit his third try of the game to put the Green Knights within two.

The Vikings next games will be this weekend as they play a series at UM-Crookston. The Vikings return home next weekend to host Northland at the Appleton Family Ice Center.

The Vikings home team will be this weekend as they play a series at UM-Crookston. The Vikings return home next week-

The Vikings had several great defensive possessions and went on a 12-4 run to tie the game on two. Chris MacGillis free throws. A minute later MacGillis added two more free throws and gave the Vikings their first lead of the game with 9:18 to go. While St. Norbert would tie the game three more times, they would never regain the lead.

The Vikings student section remained on the Green Knights. The fans chanted Christmas carols as the Green Knights were shooting free throws, and cheered Grandpa every time the 25-year-old Hannula touched the ball.

The Green Knights stayed close, always only a possession away until Kyle MacGillis made one of three steals and a lay-up to put the Vikings up by 5 with a minute to go. MacGillis had three steals in the game, adding to his MWC leading total of 2.9 per game.
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The Green Knights stayed close, always only a possession away until Kyle MacGillis made one of three steals and a lay-up to put the Vikings up by 5 with a minute to go. MacGillis had three steals in the game, adding to his MWC leading total of 2.9 per game.

The last 30 seconds were the most interesting. After a rebound, the Green Knights came down court and Paulson hit his third try of the game to put the Green Knights within two.

The Vikings next games will be this weekend as they play a series at UM-Crookston. The Vikings return home next weekend to host Northland at the Appleton Family Ice Center.

The Vikings had several great defensive possessions and went on a 12-4 run to tie the game on two. Chris MacGillis free throws. A minute later MacGillis added two more free throws and gave the Vikings their first lead of the game with 9:18 to go. While St. Norbert would tie the game three more times, they would never regain the lead.

The Vikings student section remained on the Green Knights. The fans chanted Christmas carols as the Green Knights were shooting free throws, and cheered Grandpa every time the 25-year-old Hannula touched the ball.

The Green Knights stayed close, always only a possession away until Kyle MacGillis made one of three steals and a lay-up to put the Vikings up by 5 with a minute to go. MacGillis had three steals in the game, adding to his MWC leading total of 2.9 per game.
Around the Bases

QB Steve McNair, and the emergence of Carter and Kearse, it's
 expects to be the one left stand-
ning. Only one will be left standing
the thing of beauty it is. Did I
don't mean squat. All it means is
MVP?
season, more than anyone in his-
Gannon. Rich is the league MVP.
They know everybody wants to
go to the Bowl. They know
only one will be left standing

Does LU support athletics?
by Anthony J. Totorials
For The Lawrentian

There will likely never be a national televised Lawrence
Game event. No big contract
for the school with a prominent
sporting apparel company. Lawrence
University is not likely to make a large sum of money
directly from its sport teams.
Sports at Lawrence are not a source of monetary gain, so in a
time of financial crisis support
goes to that which is most impor-
tant to the school. It does not
appear as if athletics are in the
front seat of any financial plans
Lawrence has.
But yet at the same time, President Warch and others
maintain that they are adamant
supporters of LU Athletics.
How can one claim to be a
supporter of athletics when near-
ly all the sports teams go without
necessary training equipment, quality
facilities and general interest
from the administration and
the student body?
Coaches have lobbied for a
new weight room for many
years. Just like head baseball coach
Kevin Krueger pleads for an
acceptable place to play a clean,
crisp game of America's pasttime
every year.
Where is the support there?
Where is President Warch when
finances are concerned? Busy
with other issues the school is
more concerned with.
I agree that the focus of this
university is to educate; that is
the way it should be. Now I have
made out the administration to
be bad guys here, but that is not
entirely true.
The soccer team's game
field was redone just a short while
ago. The baseball team's game
field was redone just a short while
ago. That's the way it should be. Now I have
made out the administration to
be bad guys here, but that is not
entirely true.

Redhawks started the game hot,
taking a 7-2 lead. However, that
coast is not the same without
weights in a room that time for-
got. The weights are the same
ones that were there when the
forward pass was invented. In
sports there is a saying, "You
don't play like you practice." No
won't we can win a game with the
facilities we have.
Coaches have lobbied for a
new weight room for many
years. Just like head baseball coach
Kevin Krueger pleads for an
acceptable place to play a clean,
crisp game of America's pasttime
every year.
Where is the support there?
Where is President Warch when
finances are concerned? Busy
with other issues the school is
more concerned with.
I agree that the focus of this
university is to educate; that is
the way it should be. Now I have
made out the administration to
be bad guys here, but that is not
entirely true.

LU Men stay undefeated

The Vikings committed only one
turnover in the entire first half,
and were playing with enormous inten-
sity. However, the Redhawks were
far from dead. The Vikings turned
the ball over early in the first
minutes of the second half then
did the entire first half, and
Bipon went on an 18-4 run to
gain back within one point.
After the Vikings scored, Scott
Landish added another short
jumper to get the Redhawks within one
point. However, that is the clos-
est they would get. A Jason
Hollenbeck three-point play would
put the Vikings ahead by four, and
they would never look back again.
That would be the start of a 13-
run that would seal the game for
the Vikings.
The Vikings were led by
Brendan Falls, who had 20 points
for the Vikings.
Freshman Chris Braier had
another monster game for LU with
13 points and eight rebounds. He
leads the MWC in rebounds per game.
He is also the Vikings leading
scor-er, averaging 12.2 points per
game. Bipon lost two of their main
players in the game. Guard Tom
Beder left midway through the
first half with a wrist injury and did
not return. He suffered a broken
wrist and there is no timetable for
his return.
Also for the Redhawks, Landish
was taken off the court on a stretch-
er after falling and hitting his head with
6:33 to go in the game. He was
diagnosed with a neck sprain and
is expected to recover fully. The injury
resulted in a 35-minute delay in
play.
The Vikings took the momen-
tum from Saturday's game and
brought it into Tuesday night's home
MWC-opener against rival St.
Norbert.
The Green Knights came into
the game looking for redemption
after a home loss to Beloit on
Saturday. The Green Knights came
cut sharp, and just as had hap-
pened Saturday the Vikings quickly
found themselves behind, this time
7-0.

Aaron Faulkner hit three-point-
ers on consecutive possession for
the Green Knights, and while the
Vikings were coming back they
were going down.
The Vikings would cut the lead
to two to 17-15, as Braier had
another amazing game in the
blocks for the Vikings. The fresh-
twenty-three point lead would
never be threatened. The Vikings
went on to win 76-46.

See Understatement on page 7

WHITING FIELD, where the Lawrence baseball team plays its home games, is in
need of serious repair.

LU b-ball team has yet to lose a MWC game

The game against Bipon showed the Vikings tenacity and
aggressiveness to the Redhawks. The
Redhawks started the game hot,
taking a 7-2 lead. However, that
coast is not the same without
weights in a room that time for-
got. The weights are the same
ones that were there when the
forward pass was invented. In
sports there is a saying, "You
don't play like you practice." No
won't we can win a game with the
facilities we have.
Coaches have lobbied for a
new weight room for many
years. Just like head baseball coach
Kevin Krueger pleads for an
acceptable place to play a clean,
crisp game of America's pasttime
every year.
Where is the support there?
Where is President Warch when
finances are concerned? Busy
with other issues the school is
more concerned with.
I agree that the focus of this
university is to educate; that is
the way it should be. Now I have
made out the administration to
be bad guys here, but that is not
entirely true.
The soccer team's game
field was redone just a short while
ago. The baseball team's game
field was redone just a short while
ago. That's the way it should be. Now I have
made out the administration to
be bad guys here, but that is not
entirely true.